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I propose a model for predicting the total reflectance of color halftones printed on paper incorporating
fluorescent brighteners. The total reflectance is modeled as the additive superposition of the relative
fluorescent emission and the pure reflectance of the color print. The fluorescent emission prediction mod-
el accounts for both the attenuation of light by the halftone within the excitation wavelength range and
for the attenuation of the fluorescent emission by the same halftone within the emission wavelength
range. The model’s calibration relies on reflectance measurements of the optically brightened paper
and of the solid colorant patches with two illuminants, one including and one excluding the UV
components. The part of the model predicting the pure reflectance relies on an ink-spreading extended
Clapper–Yule model. On uniformly distributed surface coverages of cyan, magenta, and yellow halftone
patches, the proposed model predicts the relative fluorescent emission with a high accuracy (mean
ΔE94 ¼ 0:42 under a D65 standard illuminant). For optically brightened paper exhibiting a moderate
fluorescence, the total reflectance prediction improves the spectral reflectance predictionmainly for high-
light color halftones, comprising a proportion of paper white above 12%. Applications include the
creation of improved printer characterization tables for color management purposes and the prediction
of color gamuts for new combinations of optically brightened papers and inks. © 2008 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 100.2810, 260.2510, 330.1710.
1. Introduction
A variety of models exists for predicting the color of
cyan, magenta, yellow, and black halftones printed
on paper [1–6]. Since these models ignore the influ-
ence of the paper fluorescence, their prediction accu-
racy may be limited, especially for color halftones
printed on paper incorporating fluorescent bright-
eners. The color of these prints depends on whether
the illuminant includes or excludes UV light
components [7,8].
In the present contribution, I propose a compre-
hensive spectral prediction model accounting for
the paper fluorescence. The model is in the same
category as the classical Clapper–Yule multiple re-
flection model [9], enhanced in order to account for
ink spreading [5]. It requires for its calibration only
a spectrophotometer capable of performing reflec-
tance measurements in the wavelength range
between 380 and 730nm under two illuminants,
one with UV included and one with UV excluded.
In order to compute the relative irradiance of light
emitted by fluorescence, I first develop the equations
allowing us to compute the attenuation of incident
light within the excitation wavelength range (UV)
due to the print’s color halftone layer. This attenua-
tion of incident light is mainly due to the transmit-
tances of the inks forming the color halftone and to
the portion of incident UV light components reflected
by the optically brightened paper and refracted into
the air.
The attenuated incident light within the excitation
range, absorbed by the paper bulk, moves the fluor-
escent molecules from a ground energy state E0 into
the vibrational levels of a higher energy state E1
([10], pp. 70–71). The intensity of the fluorescent
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emission spectrum is proportional to the absorbed
energy. The shape of the fluorescent emission spec-
trum is independent of the absorbed energy ([11],
pp. 205–207). The upward traveling irradiance
emitted from the paper bulk is attenuated by the
multiple reflections between the print–air interface
and the paper bulk. The emitted attenuated irradi-
ance emerging from the print–air interface forms
the exiting fluorescent irradiance. The total reflec-
tance of the print is the ratio of the total exiting
irradiance to the incident irradiance. The total exit-
ing irradiance is formed by the sum of the exiting
fluorescent irradiance and of the irradiance reflected
by the print without fluorescence.
In Section 2 I review previous work. In Section 3 I
introduce the Clapper–Yule model that describes the
reflectance of color halftone prints without account-
ing for the fluorescence phenomenon. In Section 4 I
introduce the ink-spreading model that enables us,
in conjunction with the Clapper–Yule model, to pro-
vide accurate spectral reflectance predictions. In
Section 5 I model the attenuation of incident light
components in theUVwavelength range. In Section 6
I calculate howmuch of the light emitted by the fluor-
escent brighteners within the paper bulk exits the
halftone print. In Section 7 I establish the model pre-
dicting both the relative fluorescent emission and the
total reflectance of color halftones printed on opti-
cally brightened paper and show how to calibrate
the model’s parameters. In Section 8 I present the
results and the achieved prediction accuracy. In
Section 9 I draw the conclusions.
2. Previous Work
Basic work performed in the fifties and sixties of the
twentieth century related to fluorescent brighteners
and to the fluorescence of papers and inks is sum-
marized by Grum [12]. The Donaldson fluorescence
matrix describes the emission intensities at discrete
emission wavelengths as a function of the incident
light intensities at discrete excitation wavelengths
[13]. The deduction of the matrix coefficients re-
quires a fluorescence spectrophotometer performing
the spectral decomposition both of the illuminant
and of the light reflected by the fluorescent sample.
The Donaldson fluorescence matrix enables comput-
ing the pure reflectance and the emitted fluorescence
spectrum of a fluorescent sample according to the
spectral distribution of the illuminant. Alternative
methods exist to deduce the pure reflectance of a
fluorescent substrate by performing several spectral
measurements under different illuminants [14].
Most fluorescent models rely on the superposition
paradigm: light apparently reflected by a fluorescent
substrate is the light reflected by that substrate
without fluorescence plus the light emitted by fluor-
escence. Therefore the total reflectance RtotalðλÞ of a
paper with fluorescent additives is the ratio of the
sum of the purely reflected irradiance I0ðλÞ × Rpure
of the paper illuminated by a light source I0ðλÞ ex-
cluding UV components and the emitted fluorescent
irradiance FðλÞ when illuminated with the same
light source including UV components to the incident
irradiance I0ðλÞ:
RtotalðλÞ ¼
FðλÞ þ I0ðλÞ · RpureðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼
FðλÞ
I0ðλÞ þ RpureðλÞ:
ð1Þ
Recent spectral prediction models dealing with the
fluorescence phenomenon were focussed mainly on
the fluorescence of inks [15–17]. They rely on a two-
flux approach similar to the Kubelka–Munk theory.
They assume that within an infinitesimally thin por-
tion of an ink layer, the downward and upward tra-
veling fluxes loose a small portion of their fluxes in
the excitation (lower) wavelength range and gain
portions of fluorescently emitted fluxes in the emis-
sion (higher) wavelength range. This leads to a differ-
ential equation system that can be solved when
knowing the boundary conditions.
In order to predict the fluorescent emission spectra
of nonbrightened paper printed with invisible fluor-
escent multi-ink halftones, Hersch et al. created a
spectral fluorescent emission prediction model rely-
ing on the Neugebauer model [18]. This spectral
emission prediction model is used to create color
images visible only under a UV light source.
Yang created a spectral prediction model account-
ing for the paper fluorescence in single-ink halftone
prints [19]. The model relies on Eq. (1) but assumes
that the fluorescent brighteners are located on the
upper part of the paper and that the emitted fluores-
cent irradiance is reflected once by the paper bulk.
Lateral light scattering within the paper is modeled
by considering the light fluxes that enter from an ink
dot and exit from unprinted paper and vice versa, ac-
cording to the dot surface coverages and according to
a point spread function.
I propose amore precise modeling approach, where
the fluorescent brighteners are mixed with the paper,
where the multiple internal light reflections between
the paper bulk and the print–air interface are ac-
counted for, and where I separately calibrate the
mean transmittances of the colorants within the ex-
citation wavelength range, i.e., their contribution to
the attenuation of the excitation energy. As a result,
my model enables predicting with good accuracy the
relative fluorescent emission and the total reflec-
tance of chromatic multi-ink halftones printed on pa-
per with fluorescent additives.
3. Clapper–Yule-Based Spectral Prediction Model for
Predicting the Reflectance of Nonfluorescent Halftone
Prints
Let us separately model the pure reflectance of color
halftone prints [term Rpure in Eq. (1)], with an illumi-
nant without UV components, i.e., an illuminant that
does induce a fluorescent emission. Among the
classical reflectance prediction models [20], only
the Clapper–Yule model [9] supports halftones
and accounts explicitly for the multiple internal
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reflections between the paper bulk and the print–air
interface.
For introducing the Clapper–Yule model, I consid-
er a single halftone ink layer with a fractional surface
coverage a printed on a coated or calendered paper
(Fig. 1). Incident light has the probability a of reach-
ing the paper substrate by passing through ink of
transmittance tðλÞ and a probability ð1 − aÞ of reach-
ing the substrate by traversing an unprinted part of
the halftone. Since rs is the specular reflection at the
air–paper interface, only portion ð1 − rsÞ actually en-
ters the print. The light reaching the paper substrate
is attenuated by a factor ð1 − rsÞð1 − aþ a tðλÞÞ, with
ð1 − aþ a tðλÞÞ representing the attenuation of light
by passing once through the halftone layer. Light
is then laterally scattered and diffusely reflected
by the paper bulk according to its reflectance rgðλÞ.
Traveling upward, it traverses the print with a por-
tion a traversing the ink and a portion ð1 − aÞ traver-
sing an area free of ink. It is reflected at the print–air
interface according to a reflection factor ri, represent-
ing the Fresnel reflectivity integrated over all inci-
dent angles. The nonreflected part ð1 − riÞ of the
light exits. At the first exit, the spectral attenuation
of the incident light is therefore ðð1 − rsÞrgðλÞ
ð1 − riÞð1 − aþ a tðλÞÞ2. The part reflected at the
print–air interface travels downward, is diffusely re-
flected by the paper, and travels upward again. At
the second exit, the spectral attenuation is
ð1 − rsÞrgðλÞð1 − riÞð1 − aþ a tðλÞÞ2rirgð1 − aþ at2Þ.
With K giving the fraction of specularly reflected
light reaching the spectrophotometer and by consid-
ering the light emerging after 0; 1; 2;…;n − 1 inter-
nal reflections (Fig. 1), we obtain the reflectance
RðλÞ ¼ K · rs þ ð1 − rsÞ · rgðλÞ · ð1 − riÞ
· ð1 − aþ a · tðλÞÞ2
· ½1þ ri · rgðλÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tðλÞ2Þ
þ ðri · rgðλÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tðλÞ2ÞÞ2 þ :::
þ ðri · rgðλÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tðλÞ2ÞÞn−1&: ð2Þ
For an infinite number of emergences, Eq. (2) yields a
geometric series. We obtain the well-known Clapper–
Yule expression for the reflectance of a halftone
print:
RðλÞ ¼ K · rs
þ ð1 − rsÞ · rgðλÞ · ð1 − riÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tðλÞÞ
2
1 − rgðλÞ · ri · ð1 − aþ a · tðλÞ2Þ
:
ð3Þ
In the case of paper printed with three indepen-
dently laid out ink halftone layers such as cyan, ma-
genta, and yellow of respective surface coverage c,m,
and y, the surface coverages aj of the resulting eight
basic colorants (known as Neugebauer primaries),
i.e., white (aw), cyan (ac), magenta (am), yellow (ay),
red (ar), green (ag), blue (ab), and black (ak), are ob-
tained according to the Demichel equations [21,20]:
aw ¼ ð1 − cÞ · ð1 −mÞ · ð1 − yÞ; ac ¼ c · ð1 −mÞ · ð1 − yÞ;
am ¼ ð1 − cÞ ·m · ð1 − yÞ; ay ¼ ð1 − cÞ · ð1 −mÞ · y;
ar ¼ ð1 − cÞ ·m · y; ag ¼ c · ð1 −mÞ · y;
ab ¼ c ·m · ð1 − yÞ;
ak ¼ c ·m · y; ð4Þ
The Demichel equations can be extended to four or
more inks [5]. By inserting the relative surface cov-
erages of colorants aj and their transmittances tjðλÞ
in Eq. (3), we obtain for the predicted reflectance of a
color halftone printed with combinations of cyan, ma-
genta, and yellow inks
RðλÞ ¼ K · rs
þ
ð1 − rsÞ · rgðλÞ · ð1 − riÞ ·
!P8
j¼1 aj · tjðλÞ
"
2
1 − rgðλÞ · ri ·
P8
j¼1 aj · tjðλÞ2
:
ð5Þ
Both the specular reflection rs and the internal re-
flection ri at the paper–air interface depend on the
refraction indices of the air (n0 ¼ 1) and of the print
(n1 ¼ 1:53). Values of rs and ri for different indices of
refraction are tabulated by Judd [22] and by Emmel
[11] for, respectively, Lambertian diffuse light inci-
dent on the print and Lambertian diffuse light
emerging from the paper bulk and traveling toward
the print–air interface.
Fig. 1. (Color online) Attenuation of light by multiple reflections within a halftone print.
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To put the model into practice, we deduce from
Eq. (3) the internal reflectance spectrum rg of a blank
paper by setting the ink surface coverage a ¼ 0 and
by measuring Rw, the blank paper reflectance:
rgðλÞ ¼ RwðλÞ − K · rsRwðλÞ · ri − K · rs · ri þ ð1 − rsÞ · ð1 − riÞ : ð6Þ
We then extract the transmittance of the colorants,
i.e., the individual solid inks and solid ink superposi-
tions twðλÞ, tcðλÞ, tmðλÞ, tyðλÞ, trðλÞ, tgðλÞ, tbðλÞ, tkðλÞ, by
inserting into Eq. (3) as RðλÞ the corresponding mea-
sured solid (100%) colorant reflectance RjðλÞ and by
setting the ink surface coverage a ¼ 1:
tjðλÞ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RjðλÞ−K ·rs
rgðλÞ ·ri · ðRjðλÞ−K ·rsÞþrgðλÞ · ð1−riÞ · ð1−rsÞ
s
:
ð7Þ
In the Clapper–Yule model, the probability of light
to exit from an ink dot is proportional to the ink dot
surface coverage, independently if the incident light
crosses the print surface through an ink dot or
through a white space. This is correct when lateral
propagation of light is important in respect to the
screen element period. Experiments showed that
the Clapper–Yule model makes accurate spectral
predictions at screen frequencies equal or larger than
100 lines per inch (coated, calendered, or newsprint
paper). At lower screen frequencies, it is necessary to
extend the original Clapper–Yulemodel. A simple ex-
tension consists of having a weighted mean between
the original Clapper–Yule model and a Saunderson-
corrected Neugebauer model [23], i.e., a Neugebauer
model [24], where internal reflections between the
paper bulk and the print–air interface are accounted
for [5]:
RðλÞ ¼ K · rs þ ð1 − rsÞ · rgðλÞ · ð1 − riÞ
·
$
b ·
$X8
j¼1
aj · tjðλÞ2
1 − ri · rgðλÞ · tjðλÞ2
%
þ ð1 − bÞ
·
!P8
j¼1 aj · tjðλÞ
"
2
1 − ri · rgðλÞ ·
P8
j¼1 aj · tjðλÞ2
%
: ð8Þ
The part weighted by ð1 − bÞ is the Clapper–Yule
component, and the part weighted by b is the Saun-
derson-corrected Neugebauer component. Other ex-
tensions of the Clapper–Yule model for low-
frequency screens exist, e.g., the one proposed by Ro-
gers [4].
4. Ink-Spreading Equations
Equation (5), respectively (8), provides a full spectral
reflection prediction model if the effective colorant
surface coverages are known. In the general case,
however, the nominal ink surface coverages (also
called “digital counts”) are given, from which, accord-
ing to the Demichel equations [Eq. (4)], only the nom-
inal colorant surface coverages can be deduced.
Because of ink spreading (mechanical dot gain),
effective ink surface coverages (ueff ) are generally
larger than the nominal surface coverages (unom).
The effective surface coverage of an ink halftone
dot depends on whether it is printed on paper, in
superposition with another ink, or in superposition
with two inks. It is therefore necessary to establish
the ink-spreading curves, i.e., the functions mapping
nominal surface coverages to effective surface cov-
erages for each halftone ink in each superposition
condition.
In the case of three inks, we have 12 superposition
conditions: each ink halftone alone on paper (three
curves), each ink halftone on top of another solid
ink (two per ink halftone: six curves), and each ink
halftone on top of two solid inks (one per ink halftone:
three curves). We establish in each superposition
condition the function mapping nominal to effective
surface coverages. At no surface coverage (0%) and at
full surface coverage (solid 100%), nominal and effec-
tive surface coverages are identical. We select
patches printed at specific nominal surface coverages
(e.g., 25%, 50%, and 75%) and fit the corresponding
effective surface coverages by minimizing a differ-
ence metric such as the sum of the square differences
between measured and predicted reflection spectra
components. By interpolating between the points
ðunom;ueff Þ (e.g., linear interpolation), one obtains
in each superposition condition s a function f sðunomÞ,
mapping nominal to effective surface coverages. Fig-
ure 2 shows the corresponding dot gain curves, i.e.,
the effective surface coverage minus the nominal sur-
face coverage as a function of the nominal surface
coverage for the cyan, magenta, and yellow inks in
each superposition condition. For the three inks,
cyan, magenta, and yellow, the superposition condi-
tions are cyan alone, cyan superposed with magenta
(c=m), cyan superposed with yellow (c=y), cyan super-
posed with magenta and yellow (c=my), magenta
alone, magenta superposed with cyan (m=c), magen-
ta superposed with yellow (m=y), magenta super-
posed with cyan and yellow (m=cy), yellow alone,
yellow superposed with magenta (y=m), yellow
superposed with cyan (y=c), and yellow superposed
with cyan and magenta (y=cm).
In order to obtain the effective surface coverages c0,
m0, and y0 of a color halftone patch, it is necessary for
each ink iu to weigh the contributions of the corre-
sponding mapping functions f u, f u=v, f u=w, and
f u=vw according to the surface coverages of the corre-
sponding colorants [5].
For the considered system of inks ic, im, and iy with
nominal coverages c,m, and y and effective coverages
c0, m0, and y0, assuming that ink halftone dots are
printed independently of each other, by computing
the relative weight, i.e., the relative surface of each
underlying colorant, we obtain the following system
of equations:
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c0 ¼ f cðcÞð1 −m0Þð1 − y0Þ þ f c=mðcÞm0ð1 − y0Þ
þ f c=yðcÞð1 −m0Þy0 þ f c=myðcÞm0y0;
m0 ¼ f mðmÞð1 − c0Þð1 − y0Þ þ f m=cðmÞc0ð1 − y0Þ
þ f m=yðmÞð1 − c0Þy0 þ f m=cyðmÞc0y0;
y0 ¼ f yðyÞð1 − c0Þð1 −m0Þ þ f y=cðyÞc0ð1 −m0Þ
þ f y=mðyÞð1 − c0Þm0 þ f y=cmðyÞc0m0: ð9Þ
This system of equations is solved iteratively by
starting with the initial values of c0, m0, and y0 equal
to the respective nominal coverages c,m, and y. After
a few iterations, the system stabilizes, and the ob-
tained coverages c0, m0, and y0 are the effective ink
dot surface coverages. The effective colorant cov-
erages, aw0, ac0, am0, ay0, ar0, ag0, ab0, and ak0, are ob-
tained from the effective dot surface coverages c0,m0,
and y0 of the inks according to the Demichel equa-
tions [Eq. (4)]. The complete model comprising ink
spreading in all superposition conditions for the
cyan, magenta, and yellow inks is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The model can be extended to the four cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black inks in a straightforward
manner [6].
The use of the ink-spreading model together with
the spectral prediction model is necessary in order to
achieve a high prediction accuracy. Table 1 shows the
prediction accuracies for 125 cyan, magenta, and
yellow halftone patches. Prediction accuracies are ex-
pressed as CIELAB ΔE94 color differences between
predicted color and measured color calculated from
the corresponding reflection spectra. The reference
accuracy is based on a single-ink dot gain optimiza-
tion model [3], noted “single-ink dot gain.” In the pre-
sent case, accounting for ink spreading improves the
mean prediction accuracy by a factor of 2.6.
5. Attenuation of Incoming Light in the Excitation (UV)
Wavelength Range
The extended Clapper–Yule model described in
Sections 3 and 4 provides an accurate prediction of
the reflectance of optically brightened paper under
an illuminant whose UV components (e.g., between
320 and 400nm) have been strongly attenuated by
a cut off filter. We start the analysis of the contribu-
tion of fluorescent emission by calculating the ab-
sorbed energy in the excitation (UV) wavelength
range. For this purpose, we first model the attenua-
tion of incoming light in the excitation wavelength
range by accounting for both the transmittance of
the inks and for the UV light components refracted
into the air during the multiple internal reflections.
We first consider a single ink halftone print. As in
the Clapper–Yule model, we make the assumption
that the halftone ink layer is located on top of the pa-
per bulk (Fig. 4). The paper bulk incorporates the
fluorescent additives.
The incident light in the excitation range is IuðλÞ. It
is attenuated by both the specular reflection (1 − rs)
at the air–print interface and by the ink halftone
layer of surface coverage a and ink transmittance
tuðλÞ. The portion of light (1 − rguðλÞ) not reflected
by the optically brightened paper bulk is absorbed
and contributes to the energy inducing the fluores-
cence. A portion of light rguðλÞ is reflected from the
paper bulk back toward the ink layer.
The initial traversal through the interface and the
ink layer and the absorption by the optically brigh-
tened paper (1 − rguðλÞ) yields the following absorbed
irradiance component:
Iu1ðλÞ ¼ IuðλÞ · ð1 − rsÞð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞÞð1 − rguðλÞÞ:
ð10Þ
As in the Clapper–Yule model, we assume that lat-
eral propagation of light is important in respect to
the screen period. Thus light reflected from the paper
bulk and then internally reflected at the print–air in-
terface is attenuated by the ink halftone according to
its surface coverage. The initial traversal plus one in-
ternal reflection composed of a reflection rguðλÞ from
the paper and a reflection from the halftone print–air
interface with attenuation rið1 − aþ a tu2ðλÞÞ yields
the additional absorbed irradiance component
Fig. 2. (Color online) Dot gain curves representing effective
minus nominal surface coverages, with effective surface coverages
fitted on patches printed at 25, 50, and 75% nominal surface cov-
erages on Canon MP-101 paper with a Canon IP4000 ink jet prin-
ter at a screen frequency of 100 lpi.
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Iu2ðλÞ ¼ Iuð1 − rsÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞÞ · ð1 − rguðλÞÞ · rguðλÞ
· ri · ð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞ2Þ: ð11Þ
The initial traversal plus two internal reflections
yields the absorbed irradiance component
Iu3ðλÞ ¼ IuðλÞ · ð1 − rsÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞÞ · ð1 − rguðλÞÞ
· rguðλÞ2 · r2i · ð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞ2Þ2: ð12Þ
The initial traversal plus n − 1 internal reflections
yields the absorbed irradiance component
IunðλÞ ¼ IuðλÞ · ð1 − rsÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞÞ · ð1 − rguðλÞÞ
· rguðλÞn−1 · rn−1i ð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞ2Þn−1: ð13Þ
Summing up, thanks to the geometric series, all
irradiance components absorbed by the optically
brightened paper within the excitation wavelength
range, we obtain
IabsðλÞ ¼
X∞
k¼1
IukðλÞ ¼ IuðλÞ · ð1 − rsÞ
· ð1 − aþ a · tuðλÞÞ · ð1 − rguðλÞÞ
×
1
1 − rguðλÞ · ri · ð1 − aþ atuðλÞ2Þ
: ð14Þ
Equation (14), valid for single-ink halftones, can be
extended to multiple ink chromatic halftones. When
printing a multiple-ink halftone, instead of having
only white (1 − a) and one ink dot of surface coverage
a and transmittance tuðλÞ, we have a weighted sum of
juxtaposed colorants of transmittances tujðλÞ, the
weights being expressed by the colorant surface
coverages aj. The generalization of Eq. (14) to a color
halftone yields
IabsðλÞ ¼
X∞
k¼1
IukðλÞ ¼ IuðλÞ · ð1 − rsÞ
·
!X
aj · tujðλÞÞ · ð1 − rguðλÞ
"
·
1
1 − rguðλÞ · ri ·
!P
aj · tujðλÞ2
" : ð15Þ
Fig. 3. Spectral prediction model with ink spreading in all superposition conditions.
Table 1. Prediction Accuracy Improvement Due to the Ink-Spreading
Model with 125 Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow Halftone Patches (CMY)
Comprising All Combinations of Nominal Surface Coverages 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 1 with UV Illumination Excluded (Canon IP4000 Printer, Screen
Frequency 100 lpi, Resolution 600 dpi)
Canon IP4000
100 lpi, MP-101
Paper
Mean
ΔE94
95%
Quantile
ΔE94
Max
ΔE94
% of Patches
with
ΔE94 > 3
Single-Ink Dot
Gain
2.78 5.18 6.46 44.8
Full-Ink
Spreading
1.04 2.21 2.34 0
Fig. 4. (Color online) Incoming light within the excitation wave-
length range, attenuated by the halftone ink layer, partially re-
flected by the paper bulk and then partially reflected at the
print–air interface.
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The halftone colorant surface coverages aj are the ef-
fective surface coverages that can be deduced from
the ink-spreading Eq. (9), established under an illu-
minant excluding the UV component. We assume
that the effective colorant surface coverages remain
the same independently if the illumination includes
or excludes the UV components. This is consistent
with the observations of Calabria and Rich [7] who
report similar dot gain curves when the UV illumi-
nant is included or excluded.
The absorbed energy Eabs, partly used for fluores-
cent emission, is the integral of the absorbed irradi-
ance over the considered excitation wavelength
range ðλeInf ; λeSupÞ ([12], p. 275):
Eabs ¼
Z λeSup
λeInf
IabsðλÞ · dλ ¼
Z λeSup
λeInf
IuðλÞ · ð1 − rsÞ
·
!X
aj · tujðλÞ
"
·
!
1 − rguðλÞ
"
×
1
1 − rguðλÞ · ri ·
!P
aj · t2ujðλÞ
" · dλ: ð16Þ
Both the paper reflectance rguðλÞ and the colorant
transmittances tujðλÞ in the excitation wavelength
range are wavelength dependent. Nevertheless, I in-
troduce an equivalent paper reflectance rgu0 and
equivalent colorant transmittances tuj0, which are
constant over the excitation range.
I define the equivalent paper reflectance rgu0 as the
one yielding the same absorbed energy EabsP as the
original paper reflectance rguðλÞ for the unprinted
brightened paper:
EabsP ¼
Z λeSup
λeInf
IuðλÞð1 − rsÞ · ð1 − rguðλÞÞ
×
1
1 − rguðλÞ · ri dλ ¼ ð1 − rsÞ · ð1 − r
0
guÞ
×
1
1 − r0gu · ri
ZλeSup
λeInf
IuðλÞdλ: ð17Þ
Similarly for each solid colorant J, I define an
equivalent ink transmittance tuj0 yielding the same
absorbed energy EabsJ for the brightened paper
printed with that solid colorant:
EabsJ ¼
Z λeSup
λeInf
IuðλÞð1 − rsÞ · tujðλÞ · ð1 − rgu0Þ
×
1
1 − rgu0 · ri · t2ujðλÞ
dλ ¼ ð1 − rsÞ · tuj0
· ð1 − rgu0Þ 11 − rgu0 · ri · ðtuj0Þ2
×
Z λeSup
λeInf
IuðλÞ · dλ: ð18Þ
The equivalent scalar reflectance rgu0 and ink trans-
mittances tuj0 depend, within the excitation wave-
length range, on the wavelength-dependent
illuminant spectrum IuðλÞ, on the brightened paper
reflectance rguðλÞ, and on the solid colorant transmit-
tances tujðλÞ.
For a halftone print with colorant coverages aj, we
approximate the absorbed energy usable for fluores-
cent emission by
Eabs ¼ ð1 − rsÞ ·
!X
aj · t0uj
"
· ð1 − rgu0Þ
×
1
1 − rgu0 · ri ·
!P
aj · t2uj
0
"
·
Z λeSup
λeInf
IuðλÞ · dλ: ð19Þ
Equation (19) for Eabs0 is a good approximation of
Eq. (16) since the term expressed by the fraction is
a second-order term representing absorbed light
after one and more internal reflections and since,
for each solid colorant J (surface coverages aj ¼ 1
and ak≠j ¼ 0), the absorbed energy is exact. For color
halftones, the colorant surface coverages aj weight
the contributions of the different colorants to the re-
duction in total absorbed energy. With a daylight il-
luminant such as the NASA standard data of
spectral irradiance for the solar disk at the Earth’s
surface (see [25], pp. 4–6) and with the set of inks
and brightened paper described in Section 8, numer-
ical evaluations of Eqs. (16) and (19) show that esti-
mations Eabs0 do not deviate by more than 1% from
the exact values Eabs.
6. Calculation of the Emitted Fluorescent Irradiance
IemðλÞ Exiting from the Print
The fluorescent emission spectrum FðλÞ of light tra-
veling upward from the fluorescent paper bulk is lo-
cated within the visible wavelength range and is
proportional to the absorbed energy Eabs0, with the
proportionality constant Q being itself a fraction of
the quantum yield ([11], pp. 214–219). The relative
shape of the fluorescent emission spectrum f emðλÞ,
nonzero in the visible wavelength range, depends
on the fluorescent brighteners added to the paper.
Within the visible wavelength range ðλvInf ; λvSupÞ,
the emission spectrum f emðλÞ is normalized:Z λvSup
λvInf
f emðλÞ · dλ≡ 1: ð20Þ
The fluorescent emission spectrum FðλÞ emitted by
the paper bulk is proportional to f emðλÞ and to the ab-
sorbed energy Eabs0:
FðλÞ ¼ Eabs0Qf emðλÞ: ð21Þ
With Eqs. (21) and (19), let us express the emitted
fluorescent spectrum FðλÞ as a function of the color-
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ant surface coverages aj and the equivalent transmit-
tances tuj0 forming the chromatic halftones attenuat-
ing the incoming light in the excitation
wavelength range:
Fðaj; tuj0; λÞ ¼ Q · f emðλÞ · ð1 − rsÞ
!X
aj · tuj0
"
× ð1 − rgu0Þ 1
1 − rgu0ri ·
!P
aj · ðtuj0Þ2
"
·
Z λvSup
λvInf
IuðλÞdλ: ð22Þ
The emitted fluorescent spectrum Fðaj; tuj0; λÞ can be
considered as an independent light source illuminat-
ing the halftone layer and the print–air interface
from below (Fig. 5).
Let us enumerate the exiting emitted fluorescent
irradiance components, assuming only a single-ink
halftone. The first emitted fluorescent irradiance
component traversing the ink halftone and the coat-
ing–air interface is
Ie1ðλÞ ¼ Fða; tuj0; λÞ · ð1 − riÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞÞ; ð23Þ
where tjðλÞ is the transmittance of the ink in the
emission (visible) wavelength range, tuj0 is the corre-
sponding equivalent scalar transmittance in the ex-
citation wavelength range, and a is the effective
halftone surface coverage.
The second irradiance component undergoes, in
addition to the halftone and coating–air interface
exit attenuation, one additional internal reflection.
Again, assuming that propagation of light is impor-
tant in respect to the screen element period, such an
internal reflection comprises a reflection ri by the
print–air interface, one forward and one backward
traversal across the ink halftone with attenuation
ð1 − aþ a tjðλÞ2Þ and one further reflection rgðλÞ by
the paper bulk:
Ie2ðλÞ ¼ Fða; tui0; λÞ · ð1 − riÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞÞ
· rgðλÞ · ri · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞ2Þ: ð24Þ
The third light component is similar to the second,
but with one additional internal reflection:
Ie3ðλÞ ¼ Fða; tui0; λÞ · ð1 − riÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞÞ
· rgðλÞ2 · r2i · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞ2Þ2: ð25Þ
The nth emerging light component is expressed by
IenðλÞ ¼ Fða; tuj0; λÞ · ð1 − riÞ · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞÞ
· rgðλÞn−1 · rn−1i · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞ2Þn−1: ð26Þ
The sum of all exiting light components yields a geo-
metric series. We obtain
IeðλÞ ¼
X∞
k¼1
IekðλÞ ¼ Fða; t0uj; λÞ · ð1 − riÞ
· ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞÞ
·
1
1 − rgðλÞ · ri · ð1 − aþ a · tjðλÞ2Þ
: ð27Þ
We can generalize this result to colorant transmit-
tances of a multiple ink halftone:
IemðλÞ ¼
X∞
k¼1
IekðλÞ ¼ Fðaj; tuj0; λÞ · ð1 − riÞ
·
!X
aj · tjðλÞ
"
·
1
1 − rgðλÞ · ri · ð
P
aj · tjðλÞ2Þ
: ð28Þ
Note that in Eq. (28) the surface coverages aj are the
same as in Eq. (22), but the colorant transmittances
tjðλÞ are the transmittances in the wavelength range
of the fluorescent emission spectrum FðλÞ, i.e., in the
visible domain.
7. Reflectance of Print with and without Illuminant in
the Excitation Wavelength Range (UV)
My goal is to predict the total reflectance of a color
halftone printed on paper with fluorescent additives
by calibrating the prediction model with the reflec-
tances of chromatic halftone prints under two illumi-
nants, one illuminant excluding and one illuminant
including the light components in the excitation
wavelength range (UV). Thanks to these measure-
ments, I try to deduce the unknown wavelength-
dependent terms of Eq. (22) grouped into the
“potential fluorescent emission spectrum” EnðλÞ,
i.e., the spectrum of the emitted fluorescent light if
there would be no attenuation by the air–print
and print–air interfaces, by the ink halftones and
by the paper bulk:
EnðλÞ ¼ Q · f emðλÞ ·
Z λUVsup
λUVinf
IuðλÞdλ: ð29Þ
According to Eq. (1), the total spectral reflectance
of a print whose paper bulk incorporates fluorescent
brighteners and which is illuminated by a light
source with UV components can be expressed by
Fig. 5. (Color online) Fluorescent irradiance illuminating the
halftone layer and the print–air interface from below.
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RUVþVðλÞ ¼ IemðλÞI0ðλÞ þ
IrðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼
IemðλÞ
I0ðλÞ þ RVðλÞ; ð30Þ
where IemðλÞ is the emitted fluorescent light exiting
the print [Eq. (28)], IrðλÞ is the light component re-
flected by the print, and I0ðλÞ is the incident light.
The ratio IrðλÞ=I0ðλÞ ¼ RVðλÞ represents the reflec-
tance of the same print when illuminated by a light
source without components in the excitation wave-
length range (pure reflectance).
From Eqs. (28), (22), and (29), we obtain for the
first part of Eq. (30), i.e., for the fluorescent emission
relative to the incident irradiance,
IemðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼
EnðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ·
ð1 − rsÞð1 − rgu0Þ
&P
aj · tuj0
'
1 − rgu0ri ·
&P
aj · ðtuj0Þ2
'
·
ð1 − riÞ ·
&P
aj · tjðλÞ
'
1 − rgðλÞ · ri ·
&P
aj · tjðλÞ2
' : ð31Þ
In Eq. (31), the ratio EnðλÞ=I0ðλÞ is unknown. It can,
however, be deduced from reflectance measurements
of specific patches, with and without UV illumina-
tion. From Eq. (30) we obtain for the component of
total reflectance contributed by fluorescent emission
IemðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼ RUVþVðλÞ −
IrðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼ RUVþVðλÞ − RVðλÞ; ð32Þ
and with Eq. (31)
EnðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼ ðRUVþVðλÞ − RVðλÞÞ
·
1 − rgu0ri ·
&P
aj · ðtuj0Þ2
'
ð1 − rsÞð1 − rgu0Þ
&P
aj · tuj0
'
·
1 − rgðλÞ · ri ·
&P
aj · tjðλÞ2
'
ð1 − riÞ ·
&P
aj · tjðλÞ
' : ð33Þ
We can, for example, deduce the ratio EnðλÞ=I0ðλÞ
from reflectance measurements RpUVþVðλÞ and
RpVðλÞ of the unprinted brightened paper with and
without UV illumination. In this case, the surface
coverages ai of all colorants besides paper white is
zero, and the transmittance of the paper white color-
ant is one. For unprinted brightened paper, Eq. (33)
reduces to
EnðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼ ðRpUVþVðλÞ − RpVðλÞÞ ·
1 − rgu0ri
ð1 − rsÞð1 − rgu0Þ
·
1 − rgðλÞ · ri
ð1 − riÞ : ð34Þ
An approximate value for the scalar unknown
equivalent paper reflectance rgu0 can be obtained
by taking the measured brightened paper reflectance
at a suitable wavelength within the excitation wave-
length range, for example, at 380nm, and by
deducing the corresponding internal reflectance ac-
cording to Eq. (6). This wavelength is within the
fluorescent brightener excitation spectrum, and at
the same time, it is part of the reflection spectra
delivered by widely available commercial spectro-
photometers (e.g., Gretag-Macbeth i7, X-Rite Spec-
troEye). Assuming an index of refraction of 1.53
for the paper coating, the Fresnel diffuse internal re-
flectance ri is equal to 0.614 [22,11], and the Fresnel
specular reflection component rs for diffuse incident
light is 0.096 [11].
In order to obtain the unknown equivalent solid
colorant transmittances tuj0 in the excitation spec-
trum (UV), I express the fluorescent emission from
paper printed with a solid colorant by setting in
Eq. (31) the surface coverage aj of colorant j to one
and of all other colorants to zero. In addition, by in-
serting formula Eq. (33) into formula (31), we obtain
for the fluorescent emission of a solid colorant print
relative to the incident illumination:
IemðλÞ
I0ðλÞ ¼ ðRpUVþVðλÞ − RpVðλÞÞ ·
ð1 − r0guÞri · tuj0
1 − rgu0 · ri · ðtuj0Þ2
·
ð1 − rgðλÞ · riÞ · tjðλÞ
1 − rgðλÞ · ri · tjðλÞ2
: ð35Þ
We can also measure IemðλÞ=I0ðλÞ according to
Eq. (32) as the difference between the measured
spectral reflectances with and without UV compo-
nent. Therefore Eq. (35) enables deriving the equiva-
lent colorant transmittance tuj0 in the UVwavelength
range by minimizing the sum of square differences
between predicted andmeasured relative fluorescent
emission spectra components.
The internal paper reflectance rgðλÞ, respectively
the ink colorant transmittances tjðλÞ in the visible
wavelength range, are deduced from the Clapper–
Yule model Eqs. (6) and (7) by measuring the un-
printed paper reflectance, respectively the reflec-
tance of the paper printed with the solid colorants,
with an illumination excluding excitation range light
components (UV excluded).
The general expression for the total reflectance
RUVþVðλÞ of a color halftone print on optically brigh-
tened paper is obtained with Eqs. (30) and (31) and
by replacing EnðλÞ=I0ðλÞ according to Eq. (34):
RUVþVðλÞ ¼ ðRpUVþVðλÞ − RpVðλÞÞ
·
ð1 − rgu0Þ · ri ·
P
ai · tui0
1 − rgu0 · ri ·
&P
ai · ðtui0Þ2
'
·
ð1 − rgðλÞriÞ ·
&P
ai · tiðλÞ
'
1 − rgðλÞ · ri ·
&P
ai · tiðλÞ2
'þRVðλÞ; ð36Þ
with RVðλÞ being the measured or predicted reflec-
tance without excitation range illumination
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component. Thanks to Eq. (36), we can predict the
reflectance of a color halftone print on a fluorescent
diffusing substrate. In Section 8, I present the
achieved prediction accuracies.
8. Results and Prediction Accuracy
All measured reflection spectra are obtained with a
Gretag-Macbeth i7 spectrophotometer, according to
the (de: 8°) geometry, i.e., diffuse illumination with
the specular component excluded and a 8° radiance
capture [26]. Two illuminants are available: one that
includes and one that excludes the UV light compo-
nents. The corresponding illuminant spectra are
shown in Fig. 6. CIELAB coordinates are derived
fromCIE-XYZ values calculated with a D65 standard
illuminant and the CIE 1931 2° standard observer.
The color patches are printed with a Canon
IP4000 inkjet printer on a Canon MP-101 matte op-
tically brightened paper at a screen frequency of
100 lpi and a resolution of 600dpi, with classical mu-
tually rotated clustered dot screens. This optically
brightened paper is moderately fluorescent, with a
reflectance peak of 1.22 at 440nm.
Let us first qualitatively examine the impact of
fluorescence on the paper white and on the solid col-
orant prints. Figure 7 clearly shows that, for the un-
printed brightened paper white, there is a very
strong difference in reflectance if the brightened pa-
per is illuminated with light comprising components
in the excitation wavelength range (UV) or not (CIE-
LAB difference ΔE94 ¼ 11:28). The fluorescent emis-
sion is much smaller for the solid cyan and magenta
prints (cyan, ΔE94 ¼ 0:95; magenta, ΔE94 ¼ 0:92).
For the yellow print, there is nearly no fluorescent
emission (ΔE94 ¼ 0:12). According to the model de-
veloped in the previous sections, the strong decrease
in fluorescent emission is due either to the absorp-
tion of the inks in the excitation wavelength range
or to the absorption of the light emitted by paper
fluorescence or to both factors. The strong reduction
in fluorescent emission for solid colorants suggests
that paper fluorescence has the greatest impact on
white and on highlight colors created by halftone
dots of small and midsize ink surface coverages.
The present section aims (1) at verifying the accu-
racy of the spectral prediction model accounting for
paper fluorescence and (2) at analyzing to what ex-
tent a classical spectral prediction model such as
the Clapper–Yule model might be sufficient to pre-
dict the color of halftones printed on optically brigh-
tened paper.
A. UV Fluorescent Emission Prediction
We can verify the accuracy of the fluorescent emis-
sion prediction by comparing the measured reflection
spectrum RVþUV under an illuminant with UV com-
ponents and the same reflection spectrum predicted
according to the right part of Eq. (36), whereRV is the
measured reflection spectrum with an illuminant
without UV components. Measured and predicted re-
flection spectra are converted to CIELAB, and as a
measure of accuracy, theΔE94 color difference is com-
puted between them. The 125 cyan, magenta, and
yellow patches comprise all variations of surface cov-
erages 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. The fluorescence
prediction framework relies on the multiple light
reflection process described in Sections 5 and 6.
Effective colorant surface coverages are deduced
from the ink-spreading extension of the Clapper–
Yule model under the illuminant excluding UV com-
ponents (Section 4). At 380nm, the measured paper
reflectance under the UV included illuminant is
0.140, and the corresponding internal reflectance
Eq. (6), used as apparent paper reflectance, becomes
rgu0 ¼ 0:310. Values fitted according to Eq. (35) for
the equivalent scalar colorant transmittances are
tuCyan0 ¼ 0:238, tuMagenta0 ¼ 0:186, and tuYellow0 ¼
0:0764. The equivalent transmittances of colorants
formed by ink superpositions, i.e., red, green, blue,
and chromatic black are fitted as zero (lowest limit
constraint). These solid colorants completely absorb
the excitation wavelength components of the illumi-
nant. This is consistent with the fact that within the
precision of the measuring instrument (Gretag-Mac-
Fig. 6. (Color online) Emission spectra of the two illuminants, UV
included and UVexcluded, present in the Gretag-Macbeth i7 spec-
trophotometer.
Fig. 7. (Color online) Measured reflectances of paper white and of
solid cyan, magenta, and yellow patches under illuminants with
and without UV component as a function of wavelength (nm).
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beth i7 spectrophotometer), the reflectances of the
red, green, blue, and black solid colorants do not
show any difference between measurements with
UV included or UV excluded illuminants.
Table 2 gives the mean prediction accuracy for the
125 cyan, magenta, and yellow patches with all com-
binations of nominal ink surface coverages 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, and 1. As shown by the mean, 95% quantile
and maximal ΔE94 colorimetric distance between
predicted and measured spectra, the proposed fluor-
escence model relying on multiple reflections of inci-
dent light in the excitation wavelength range and of
multiple reflections of light emitted by fluorescence
yields very precise results.
B. General Spectral Prediction Accounting for Paper
Fluorescence
In Subsection 8.A, I specifically characterized the
prediction accuracy of the relative fluorescent emis-
sion spectrum IemðλÞ=I0ðλÞ. Let us now, according to
Eq. (36), characterize the precision of the prediction
of the total spectral reflectance, with the pure reflec-
tance part RV predicted according to the ink-
spreading-enhanced Clapper–Yule model. The
overall total reflectance prediction (Table 3, Line
C) cannot be more accurate than the pure reflectance
prediction without UV components (Line A). As a
comparative figure, we also show in Table 3, Line
B, the spectral prediction accuracy that is attained
by calibrating the ink-spreading-enhanced Clapper–
Yule model with the measured total reflectances,
with an illuminant incorporating light components
within the excitation wavelength range (UV in-
cluded).
Interestingly, the total reflectance prediction
(Table 3, Line C) obtained with the combined fluor-
escence and Clapper–Yule model (for predicting
RV ) according to Eq. (36) is slightly less accurate
than when simply using the ink-spreading-enhanced
Clapper–Yule model calibrated with total reflectance
values. This is due to the fact that in halftones
printed on moderately fluorescent paper, with a
white surface coverage of less than 0.125, the influ-
ence of fluorescence becomes negligible, but never-
theless the fluorescence prediction introduces an
additional mean error of ΔE94 ¼ 0:42.
However, in the case of halftones with a significant
surface coverage of brightened paper white, the fluor-
escent model combined according to Eq. (36) with the
Clapper–Yule model for predicting RV yields a signif-
icant improvement in prediction accuracy. Table 4
shows the respective prediction accuracies for 27
halftone samples comprising all combinations of 0,
0.25, and 0.5 cyan, magenta, and yellow surface cov-
erages. For this category of halftones, thanks to the
prediction of the fluorescent emission spectrum, the
mean prediction accuracy is improved by 33%.
Let us gain more insight into the benefits of using
the fluorescence model to predict halftones that in-
corporate a significant portion of unprinted optically
brightened paper. As an example, we examine the re-
flection spectra of a color halftone patch of nominal
ink surface coverages cmy ¼ f0; 0:25; 0:5g. According
to the Demichel equations [Eq. (4)], we obtain the cor-
responding nominal surface coverage of paper white
aw ¼ 0:75 × 0:5 ¼ 0:375. For this halftone, the accu-
racy of the fluorescent emission component of the to-
tal spectral reflectance is ΔE94 ¼ 0:48. The total
reflectance prediction accuracy obtained by combin-
ing the fluorescence prediction and the Clapper–Yule
model is ΔE94 ¼ 0:82. The reflectance prediction ob-
tained with the Clapper–Yule only is ΔE94 ¼ 1:44.
The corresponding reflectance spectra are shown
in Fig. 8.
Figure 8 clearly shows that the reflection spectrum
predicted according to the Clapper–Yule model only
is too low at the paper’s fluorescent emission wave-
length range (410 to 500nm). This is due to the fact
that the internal paper reflectance deduced accord-
ing to Eq. (6) is too high within that range (above
1) and that the transmittances of the inks deduced
according to Eq. (7) are too low. In halftone patches
having an unprinted paper component, light enter-
ing the paper and exiting from the ink dot is toomuch
attenuated, yielding a too low reflectance prediction
within the paper’s fluorescent emission wave-
length range.
9. Conclusions
I propose a model for predicting the fluorescent emis-
sion and the total reflectance of colors printed on op-
tically brightened paper. The fluorescent emission
prediction model part accounts for both the attenua-
tion of light by the halftone within the excitation
wavelength range and for the attenuation of the
fluorescent emission by the same halftone within
the emission wavelength range. For both the incident
light within the excitation wavelength range and for
the light emitted by paper fluorescence, the multiple
reflections between the paper bulk and the print–air
interface are accounted for.
Table 2. Prediction Accuracy of the Fluorescent Emission Component of
a Spectral Reflectance with an Illuminant including UV Components
(Gretag-Macbeth i7 Table Spectrophotometer with a d=6° Geometry)
Canon IP4000 100 lpi, MP-101 Paper,
Illuminant with UV included, 125
Patches
Mean
ΔE94
95%
Quantile
ΔE94
Max
ΔE94
Fluorescent Emission Model 0.418 0.812 0.972
Table 3. Comparison of Prediction Accuracies
Canon IP4000 100 lpi,
MP-101 Paper,
125 Patches
Mean
ΔE94
95%
Quantile
ΔE94
Max
ΔE94
A: Clapper–Yule, Illuminant
without UV Components
1.036 2.211 2.339
B: Clapper–Yule, Illuminant
with UV Components
1.132 2.183 2.840
C: Fluorescence Model þ Clapper–Yule
Model for Predicting RV
1.248 2.452 2.850
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The calibration of the fluorescent emission model
requires, within the excitation spectrum, the deter-
mination of the equivalent internal brightened paper
reflectance rgu0 and the fitting of the equivalent color-
ant transmittances tuj0 for each colorant J. These va-
lues are obtained by measuring the total reflectance
(UV included) and the pure reflectance (UVexcluded)
of the unprinted brightened paper and of each of the
colorants, i.e., the solid inks and ink superpositions.
The calibration also requires us to calculate the same
parameters as the ones for the Clapper–Yule model,
namely, the internal paper reflectance rgðλÞ and the
transmittance of the colorants tjðλÞ within the fluor-
escent emission wavelength range (visible domain).
The calibration of a three-ink model with its eight
colorants requires therefore 16 spectral mea-
surements.
With such a calibrated fluorescent emission model,
it is already possible to predict the fluorescent emis-
sion component within the total reflectance for any
halftone. More specifically, one may predict the
shape and the volume of the full printable color ga-
mut for a given fluorescent substrate and a given set
of inks.
By further calibrating the ink-spreading functions
mapping nominal ink surface coverages to effective
ink surface coverages under an illuminant excluding
UV, we can derive for each given set of nominal ink
surface coverages the corresponding effective color-
ant surface coverages aj. This enables predicting
both the corresponding fluorescent emission spec-
trum and the total reflectance of a halftone printed
on optically brightened paper.
The new total reflectance prediction model com-
bines the proposed fluorescent emission prediction
and the pure reflectance prediction by the Clapper–
Yule model. For 125 cyan, magenta, and yellow half-
tones comprising all combinations of surface cov-
erages 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, it reaches a mean
prediction accuracy ofΔE94 ¼ 1:25 under a D65 stan-
dard illuminant. The present analysis shows that for
halftones printed with less than 12% of white on
moderately fluorescent paper, the effect of fluores-
cent emission becomes insignificant. For halftones
incorporating at least a small surface of paper white,
e.g., combinations of cmy surface coverages of 0, 0.25,
and 0.5, an improved mean prediction accuracy of
ΔE94 ¼ 1:03 is achieved.
The present spectral prediction model for color
prints on optically brightened paper is useful for a
number of purposes. First it may help in creating im-
proved printer characterization tables for color man-
agement purposes, especially in respect to highlight
tones. Second it may enable manufacturers of fluor-
escent paper to rapidly evaluate the benefits of
different fluorescent additives. Third it may help
manufacturers of inks in making decisions if a given
ink should be more or less absorbent in the UV
wavelength range. Finally the prediction of relative
fluorescent emission may help in creating embedded
watermarks visible only under UV light [27]. The
model can be easily used in practice since it requires
only reflectance measurements in the visible wave-
length range, whichmay be carried out with commer-
cially available desktop instruments.
One future challenge includes the development of
a spectral prediction model that would be indepen-
dent of the illuminant, for example, by relying on
the Donaldson fluorescence matrix, enabling com-
puting the intensity of the emitted spectrum for each
excitation wavelength. One further challenge would
be the elaboration of a spectral prediction model
supporting both the fluorescence of paper and the
fluorescence of inks and possibly taking into account
Table 4. Comparison of Prediction Accuracies for 27 Halftones Samples
Comprising All Combinations of 0, 0.25, and 0.5 CMY Surface Coverages
Canon IP4000 100 lpi,
MP-101 Paper, 27 Patches
with CMY Halftones up
to 0.5 Surface Coverages
Mean
ΔE94
95% Quantile
ΔE94
Max
ΔE94
A: Clapper–Yule,
Illuminant
with UV Components
1.378 2.326 2.840
B: Fluorescence Model þ
Clapper–Yule Model for
Predicting RV
1.035 1.782 2.160
Fig. 8. (Color online) Measured total reflectance (measTotalRefl),
predicted fluorescent emission (predFluoEm), predicted total
reflectance with the fluorescence model (predTotalReflFluo), and
reflectance predicted with the Clapper–Yule model only (pre-
dReflCY) for a halftone printed on the MP-101 brightened paper
at nominal surface coverages c ¼ 0, m ¼ 0:25, and y ¼ 0:5.
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quenching effects, which occur when the concentra-
tion of fluorescent molecules becomes too high.
I thank M. Brichon, J. Andres, and B. Gallinet for
their efforts in measuring fluorescent samples. Many
thanks also to M. Hebert and B. Dwir, both from
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, for their
advice in respect to fluorescence measurements. This
project has been partly funded by the Swiss National
Science Foundation (SNSF), grant 200020-105119.
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